State Conference 2018 Redcliffe
“U3A Redcliffe celebrating 30 years”

We thank you for making
our Conference a success.
We have done a review of your feedback forms and the overwhelming view is that we
succeeded in sparking your interest with our speakers, provided chances to interact with
your fellow delegates, you learnt a few thing along the way and we fed you well!
From our point of view you were great guests. Our volunteers appreciated
the interaction you provided and the feedback from the
Dolphin staff was that we were a wonderful group of people.
You can plan and organise an event like a conference, but to make it a success
you need the enthusiastic involvement of the delegates. You came up trumps there.
So although weary, we are on a high with the many kind words you left behind.
We would like to thank the U3A network Queensland committee
for their support in refunding the registrations of Presidents who attended
and by paying the airfare of Copyright Agency’s Liesl Fitzpatrick to attend.

But our biggest thanks goes out to Greg Taylor
from U3A Brisbane who looked after the Conference website.
His advice was most valuable and the ability for us to use the
backend of the site for administration save an awful lot of work.
Thanks again Greg.
We know that when you are at a Conference there is a lot of information to take in and
we hope to help you in this regard by posting links to the PowerPoint presentations from
some of our speakers. This will include Professor Sean Keogh whose presentation on
medical retrieval was a great hit. Quite a few of you also asked who won the portrait
competition. It was number 11 by Heather Grebert (a picture follows).

Below is the links to the presentations. All you have to do is click on the link.

State Emergency Service with Dean Welsh

Cyber Security with Sgt Sarah Grayson

Copyright with Liesl Fitzpatrick

Incorporated Associations with Tracey Coles

Estate Planning with Scott Collins

Medical Retrieval with professor Sean Keogh

The winner of our
Art Portrait
Competition as
Selected by
Delegates is
Heather Gregert
We look forward to catching up with you in the home of Bundaberg Rum.

Ruth Northcott, Judith Murphy, Julie Street, and Tony Nobbs
Email: president@u3aredcliffe.org.au

“Big things have small beginnings”

